Other Names: Alnus rubra, Twana: 13wa’qay, Lushootseed: səkʷəbac, Klallam: sqʷúŋəɬč
Identifying Alder: Red Alder is a common deciduous tree that grows up to 30 meters, or 100 feet tall. Young
trees have smooth silvery bark. Older tree bark is often patched with white lichen, moss, and dark spots. The
inner bark and wood turn deep orange when cut. Leaves are serrated, sharply pointed at both the tip and base,
and curl slightly under. They are smooth and dull green on top, slightly hairy underneath, and grow in an
alternate orientation on stems. In early spring, male catkins hang from leafless branches like fancy tassels and
give the treetops a reddish flush. This is a sure sign that spring is just around the corner. Female catkins grow on
the same tree. They are ½-¾ inches in diameter and resemble pinecones maturing from bright green to woody
brown. They contain tiny fruit (winged nutlets) that are built for wind travel. Both male and female catkins take a
full year to develop. Alder is in the Betulaceae (birch) family.
Where it Grows: Alder grows along the Pacific
Coast from southeast Alaska to central California,
forming lush thickets in wet places along streams,
rivers, wetlands, and recently cleared land. Seeds
fly in the wind and grow quickly in the wake of
glaciers, slides, fires, and clear-cuts. All types of
alder in the Pacific Northwest are used for
medicine. Sitka alder is a shrubby small tree
growing in the mountains while thin leaf alder
prefers dry habitats east of the Cascade Mountains.
Season: Alder leaf buds are harvested in February or March before the leaves emerge. Female catkins can be
harvested in the spring through summer when they are fully mature, but not yet brown and woody. Male
catkins can be harvested when they are very small in spring through the following winter, before they turn red
and release pollen. Leaves are harvested anytime from spring to summer. The bark and twigs are most potent in
the spring and fall when sap is flowing.
How to Harvest: For leaf buds, look for recently fallen trees or branches, or trees that have low hanging
branches. Mature leaves are simply pulled off the stem when they are still vibrant green. Immature male catkins
and female cones are easy to pinch off of branches. If you are harvesting bark from the trunk, only take a narrow
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strip about the width of your hand so the tree continues to thrive. Separate the red inner bark from the tough
outer bark. The inner bark offers the strongest medicine and the outer bark can be composted. You do not need
to separate inner and outer bark from the smaller branches or twigs because the bark is so thin.
Eating Alder: Alder catkins are high in protein and are used as a survival food. Some indigenous people in the
Pacific Northwest traditionally eat the inner bark of alder in springtime.
Medicine: Once considered a “trash tree” to the Forest Service, alder is underappreciated and underutilized.
Alder tree communities take root in decimated places and reestablish harmony and richness in the landscape.
Alder does this for human health as well by soothing inflammation, fighting infection, and promoting healing.
The bark is most commonly used, but the leaf buds, mature leaves, and male and female catkins are also
medicinal.
Alder is bitter and supports liver function, such as the breakdown of wastes and formation of bile to
assist with fat digestion. A tincture made from alder can help ease indigestion after a fatty meal. Alder is also
antimicrobial and is used to treat internal and topical infections. Its astringent properties make it useful in
tightening inflamed tissue. Skokomish elder Bruce Miller recommended alder bark tea for mouth ulcerations
and sore throats. Skin disorders, including acne and boils, may respond well to both internal and topical use of
alder. The leaves, catkins, and bark can be made into a bath, poultice, compress, decoction, oil infusion, salve,
tea, vinegar, or tincture. To make a poultice, chew up the plant and place it directly on a wound. You can also
gently simmer the leaves in a little bit of water, let them cool, and place the warm herbs over the area, or
saturate a dry washcloth with the concentrated tea and place it over the skin.
Traditional Technologies: Alder bark is used to make an orange dye for
materials in weaving, basketry, and traditional technologies like fishnets. It is
harvested in spring through summer when the sun is actively shining on the tree
at the warmest time of day. Alder wood is used in woodworking to make utensils,
carvings, musical instruments, and other implements. The wood burns well and
is prized for smoking salmon. It is clean-burning and non-crackling.
Ecological Relationships: Alder twigs are important food for deer, elk, and
moose. Small birds eat the seeds and use the trees for cover and nesting.
Beavers eat alder bark and use the branches for constructing their dams. Alder
shades streams, rivers, and ponds, and helps protect fish and other wetland
species.
Alder groves are very efficient at healing damaged land. In the past, the
Forest Service sprayed poison on alder forests because they thought they were a
“trash tree”, but now they recognize their ecological importance. Alder seeds are
light (650,000 per lb) and can travel by wind to open soil that has been
disturbed, such as the sites of clear cuts, fires, and slides. Seedlings may grow
three feet in a single year! Bacteria called Actinomycetes (Frankia) take residence
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on alder roots and stimulate the growth of nodules. Frankia bacteria fix nitrogen from the air and transfer it to
the soil in exchange for some of the sugars from alder. This is a mutually beneficial partnership between roots
and bacteria. Nitrogen is scarce in our Northwest soils and is an essential food for plant health. Alder leaves also
contribute to soil health by falling when they are green and decomposing rapidly to form rich humus. While
alders only live about 100 years, they create fertile conditions for long-lived conifer trees to take root and
develop into stable forests.
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Overview: Students learn about alder’s role in healing disturbed landscapes. In a game, students act out alder
forest succession. Through exploring different parts of the alder tree and completing a drawing activity, students
learn how to identify alder.
Student Wondering: What is red alder? How does it contribute to the health of a forest community?
Learning Objectives
Understandings
Student will understand that…
•
•
•

Knowledge and Skills
Student will be able to…

alder contributes to the health of a forest
community.
plants can help regenerate disturbed landscapes.
plants are used for many purposes including food,
medicine, and traditional technologies.

•
•

identify alder through characteristics including leaf
margins, veins, opposite vs. alternate buds, etc.
make an alder leaf rubbing.

NGS Standards: Performance Expectations
•

3-LS1-1. Develop models to describe that organisms have unique and diverse life cycles but all have in common birth,
growth, reproduction, and death.

Scientific and Engineering
Practices
•

Developing and Using
Models

Disciplinary Core Ideas

•

LS1.B: Growth and
Development of Organisms

Crosscutting Concepts

•

Patterns

Vocabulary: disturbance, germinate, nodes, fertile, decompose, humus, canopy, nitrogen, catkin, serrated
Background: Red alder grows quickly in disturbed landscapes and helps to heal the soil from fire, landslides,
clear cuts, and erosion. Seedlings grow as much as three feet per year and form lush groves that enrich the soil
with nitrogen (an essential plant food) and offer protective shade, making it possible for other plants to grow.
The Forest Service and timber companies once considered alder a “trash tree.” They worked to eradicate it in
order to make space for conifers that are more economically valuable for human use. Alder’s value in forest
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ecosystems has only recently become more accepted.
Materials:
• Alder Lifecycle Card – projected or printed copies for students to look at
• Alder plant samples: leaves, female and male catkins, small branches, roots with nodules, bark
• Hand lenses or magnifying glasses
• Drawing materials: paper or student notebooks, pencils, crayons for leaf rubbings
• Alder role cards for playing game
Preparation: Read the Alder Overview. Gather enough samples from alder trees for each student group to
have at least one of each type of plant sample (leaf, catkins, branches, etc.)

Lesson: Alder - Community Builder
INTRODUCTION

10–15 MINUTES

If you are outside, have the class gather beneath an alder tree. If you are inside, project the Alder Lifecycle Card,
or print copies for students to look at.
Share: (adapt the following information to fit the knowledge level of your students)
• Imagine there has been a great disturbance on this land. A fire has burned everything here, or
perhaps the land has been clear-cut, a flood has swept away all the plant life, or a slide has carried away
all the plants and topsoil. The earth is exposed. Shelter, food, and nutrients that many plants and
animals rely on to survive have vanished.
• Along come tiny alder seeds, flying in the wind. They land on this disturbed soil and germinate. But
they need help healing the soil so they can grow!
• Alder forms a partnership with special bacteria in the soil called Frankia. Frankia can do something
amazing. All plants need nitrogen in the soil to grow, just like we need nutrients from our food to grow,
but when the soil has been disturbed, there isn’t much nitrogen present. Frankia can take nitrogen
from the air and turn it into nitrogen in the soil!
• Frankia attaches to alder’s roots and eats some of its food (plant sugars) in exchange for fixing nitrogen
in the soil. It forms nodes that you can see when you dig up alder roots. Some are as big as your fist!
• Now alder is doing well in this fertile soil. New alder saplings can grow up to three feet per year.
Imagine if you grew that much in a year!
• As alder grows, it creates a tall canopy of leaves. Each fall leaves drop to the ground and help provide
cover for insects to live under. As the leaves decompose, they form humus that is a building block for
healthy soil. Alder leaves build nitrogen, an important plant fertilizer, in the soil as they decompose.
• Alder trees create a shady home where other plants and animals can live. The seeds of evergreen
conifer trees like hemlock and spruce are brought into the alder grove by the wind or by animals. These
seeds will grow to be even taller than alder trees. They also live longer - alders only live about 100
years, whereas evergreen conifers can live many hundreds to a thousand years. Eventually evergreen
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conifer forests replace alder forests. But alder seeds travel on the wind to another disturbed site, where
they can help heal the soil and start a new forest!
Think, Pair, Share: Have students talk with a partner or form small groups. Ask: What is community? What does
it mean to build community? Why do people call alder a community builder? Give students a few minutes to
share back with the whole group.
ALDER COMMUNITIES GAME

10 MINUTES

Act It Out: Students perform a short play, acting out the roles of alder forest succession. Pass out role cards and
have students stand in an open area in classroom or a field. If you have a class of 15, have students take on the
roles below.
• 1 disturbance event (clear the area for a new forest to grow)
• 4 alders (goal is to link with 2 bacteria)
• 8 bacteria (goal is to link with an alder)
• 2 conifers (goal is to surround yourself with alders for shade)
Begin Play: After explaining the goals for each card, teacher shouts (in order):
• “Disturbance - disturb!” (Student acts out clearing the land by moving students to the side of the area)
• “Frankia bacteria, disperse in the soil.” (Students scatter within the field or classroom)
• “Alders, fly into the area and germinate. Find your bacteria and grow!” (Students link elbows with
bacteria and grow)
• “Conifers, plant yourselves between alders and grow!” (Students place themselves in the alder forest)
• “Alders, fall down or have your seeds fly to another area.” (Students fall down or leave forest area)
• “Disturbance, disturb!” (Student clears all actors from the forest area and the cycle starts over)
Debrief: Have a group discussion. Ask: What did you learn? Give students time to reflect.
TEACHING TIP: If you have more or less than 15 students, adjust the roles. The key to making the game
successful is to have at least one disturbance event, one conifer tree, and twice as many bacteria as alder trees.
DRAWING ACTIVITY

20 MINUTES

Pass out drawing utensils, paper, student notebooks or blank paper, hand lenses, and samples of alder
including leaves, catkins, small branches, bark, and roots with bacteria nodes. Have students work in table
groups or circles to share samples. Younger students can do leaf rubbings, while older students can do more
complex drawings of plant parts and the whole plant in its ecosystem.
Share: We are going to take a close look at the different parts of alder including:
• Leaves – notice their serrated edges, veins, and different color on the top and bottom.
• Male catkins – these release pollen in early spring that fertilizes female catkins.
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Female catkins – some people call these alder berries. When woody, they look like miniature
pinecones. Can you find any seeds if you shake the female woody catkins?
• Branches – notice that buds grow alternately along the stem.
• Bark – alder bark is grey and often has dark spots, moss, and lichen growing on it. If you cut the bark, it
will turn a bright orange color. Alder bark is used for dye.
• Roots – look for nodules that contain Frankia bacteria. Can you see it?
As you investigate alder, remember to use your senses and notice smell, texture, color, and more! Use a hand
lense or magnifying glass to look closely at different parts. Encourage students to follow the ABCDE’s of
scientific drawing including:
A – Accurate
B – Big – use the whole page
C – Colorful or gives context
D – Detailed – use writing and drawing together. What do you notice about color, texture, shape, size?
E – Explained - “I notice… I wonder… this reminds me of…”
•

Group Reflection: After students take time to draw alder, bring them back together. Ask: What do you notice?
(Name each type of sample and have students share what they notice. Reinforce vocabulary words).
TYING IT TOGETHER

10-20 MINUTES

Share: Our Forest Service manages our forests. They once thought that alder was a “trash tree,” and worked to
eradicate alder groves to make more space for evergreen trees that are harvested for lumber. People are finally
starting to understand the importance of alder in sustaining our forests.
Group Discussion or Reflective Writing: Ask: What message are you going to give people who manage land
about alder? What can people learn from alder?
DIGGING DEEPER
Write Love Letters to Alder: Have students pretend they are lichen, bacteria, another alder, an evergreen
sapling, or an animal in the forest and write alder a love letter.
Alder Leaf Coloring Page: http://www.supercoloring.com/coloring-pages/alder-leaves
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